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Agenda

• Overview of SAO

• Frequent audit recommendations 

• Key resources to improve controls 

• Fraud Investigation Program

• Questions
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About SAO

Center for 
Government 
Innovation

Technical 
support

Performance 
& IT audit

State & local 
audit

Non-audit 
services

Audit 
services

State Auditor 
Pat McCarthy
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Contact the Center today!  564-999-0818  ▪ center@sao.wa.gov  ▪ www.sao.wa.gov

SAO’s Center for Government Innovation 
offers tools and services to help your port

• Customized Lean facilitations 
and trainings

• Teambuilding workshops

• Online resource library

• Cyber checkups

• Financial Intelligence Tool (FIT)
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The Center’s resource library can help you 
manage your port’s day-to-day business
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TechnologyFederal funds
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The Center’s cyber checkups provide a fast, free and 
independent assessment of your port’s vulnerability to 
common threats.

Contact the Center today!  564-999-0818  ▪ center@sao.wa.gov  ▪ www.sao.wa.gov

Smart ports know cyber health is key.  
Sign up a free checkup today!
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A cyber checkup will help you:

• Understand cybersecurity safeguards 
and why they’re important

• Identify cybersecurity gaps and 
prioritize improvements

• Begin building a cybersecurity program 
if you don’t have one already

• Connect to free and low-cost resources 
to improve your cyber health



www.sao.wa.gov

Find the data you need to help your 
port make better business decisions 
and improve its financial position
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Earn CPE with the Center’s free, 
on-demand training
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Audits and findings, by the numbers for 
fiscal year 2022
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SAOshare: Our new file transfer tool
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Support for port districts at SAO

Port districts always have support when working with SAO.

• People you can contact:

 Ports program manager 
and subject matter experts (SMEs)

 Local audit staff

 Client HelpDesk

 And more …

• Plus internal guidance: 

 Planning guides

 Level of reporting
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What auditors might emphasize in 
upcoming port district audits
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Most frequent audit issues and 
recommendations for port districts

Issue Area Findings
Management 

Letters
Exit 

Items

Accounting/financial reporting 2 2 32

IT controls 0 0 9

Open public meetings 0 0 9

Federal grants 2 1 3

Procurement/bid/prevailing wage 0 0 6

Safeguarding of assets/property 0 0 6

Payroll/personnel 0 1 4

Purchase cards/procurement cards 1 0 3
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Frequent recommendations: Financial 
statement reporting

Risks to consider:

• Inadequate review of the prepared 
financial statements

• Lack of documentation evidencing review 
performed

• Outdated note disclosures, missing 
information and numerical errors

Helpful tips: 

• Consider using “Checklist for Preparing 
Financial Statements” for GAAP or cash 
basis entities for preparation and review

• Always use the most up-to-date version of 
the BARS Manual
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Find this and other financial reporting tools in our online Resource Library

• Updated annually to include 
new BARS requirements and 
other accounting changes

• Covers several aspects of the 
financial statements, 
including funds structures, 
cash and investments 
balances, required schedules, 
and more
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Resource: Financial reporting



Frequent recommendations: Open 
Public Meetings Act (OPMA)

Helpful tips:

• Provide adequate notice of meeting days and times (and 
access codes for virtual meetings) 

• Hold the regular board meetings at the regularly 
scheduled time

• Admit members of the public into virtual meetings in a 
timely manner

• Document the voucher approvals for disbursements and 
payroll (BARS Manual, 3.8.5)

• Post meeting minutes in a timely manner so it is 
available to the public

• Adequately document executive sessions to comply with 
the OPMA
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Frequent recommendations: Procurement

• Awarding bids through purchase cooperatives 
(“piggybacking”)

• Use of sole-source exemption to competitive bidding

• Verifying responsible bidder status
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Find this and other procurement tools in our online Resource Library

Risks to consider: 

• Ensure the awarding entity is a public 
agency or group of public agencies

• Ensure contract awarded by 
cooperative/other government meets its 
own government’s competitive bid 
requirements (this has changed in the 
last couple of years)

• Ensure interlocal agreement is created 
before purchase

 Keep records of how you met this 
before letting the contract

Resource: Piggybacking
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Procurement: Sole source

Risks to consider:

• Not eligible for purchases made with federal funds

• Name-brand specification is not the same as the sole-
source exception; name-brand specification is allowable 
if the information is included in the specifications and 
call for bids.

 You must clearly document why only one 
manufacturer’s equipment is necessary to meet the 
operational needs and why it cannot be adequately 
substituted by another manufacturer’s equipment.
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Procurement: Responsible bidder criteria

A bidder must meet responsibility criteria in accordance with 
RCW 39.04.350 to be considered a responsible bidder and be 
qualified to be awarded a public works contract. 

 Criteria include being a registered contractor, having industrial 
insurance coverage, and not being debarred by the state from 
bidding on public works projects. 

 The district must also obtain a signed statement from the 
bidder verifying the bidder is in compliance with responsible 
bidder criteria requirements. 

 Effective July 1, 2019: Have received training, provided by the 
Department of Labor and Industries or by a provider whose 
curriculum has been approved by L&I, on the requirements 
related to public works and prevailing wages. However, bidders 
that have completed three or more public works projects and 
maintained a valid business license in Washington for at least 
three years are exempt from this requirement.
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Find this and other procurement tools in our online Resource Library

Resource: Is this Bidder Responsible?
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Find this and other procurement tools in our online Resource Library

Resource: Buying and Bidding
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Frequent recommendations: Small and 
attractive assets (theft-sensitive assets)

Risks to consider:

• Public assets may go missing or be 
unaccounted for without being detected timely

• May not be able to properly report missing 
assets if information like serial numbers, 
acquisition dates, cost and other information is 
not properly maintained

Common recommendations:

• Have a small and attractive asset policy and/or 
procedure in place

• Tag assets or provide detailed information, 
such as serial numbers, on the asset listing
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Find this and other internal control tools in our online Resource Library

Resource: Small and attractive assets 

Best practices:

• Have a policy in place: 

 Establish expectations about asset 
tracking

 Segregation of duties or oversight

 Inventory process requirements

 Addition and disposal procedures

• Assets should be tagged or marked 
with an asset number that traces back 
to an inventory list

• Inventory assets and document results
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Frequent recommendations: Payroll

Risks to consider:

• Payment amounts not agreeing to source records

• Lack of documentation to support pay amounts

• Inadequate leave tracking can lead to 
noncompliance with district policies and/or 
collective bargaining agreements

• Commissioner compensation amounts not in 
accordance with RCW 53.12.260 or commission-
approved amounts
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Find this and other internal control tools in our online Resource Library

Resource: Payroll Guide

Helpful tips:

• Maintain adequate documentation to 
support payroll amounts paid

• Written procedures to ensure pay is 
processed consistently and accurately

• Segregating conflicting duties within 
the payroll process
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Credit cards

Why use credit cards? 

• Process efficiencies

• Vendor payment timeliness

• Immediate payment needs

• Convenience 

Risks with credit cards

• Noncompliance

• Inappropriate purchases

• Fraud
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State laws:
RCW 43.09.2855 
RCW 42.24.115

BARS Manual:
3.8.4

Local policies 
& procedures

Requirements for credit cards
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Find this and other internal control tools in our online Resource Library

• Require cardholder agreements

• Require detailed support for all charges

• Cardholders reconcile card activity

• Supervisors approve cardholder activity

• Enforce your policy

292929

Resource: Credit card programs



Two ways to sign up:

1. Via SAO’s website at sao.wa.gov, then 
click on the Audit Connection blog at 
the top of the page. Fill in your 
information in the ribbon on the left. 

2. Or scan this QR code 
with your phone, 
and fill in your 
information.

Subscribe to SAO’s biweekly newsletter: 
“In the Know with SAO”
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Questions
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Agenda

• Fraud Investigations Program

 Program overview

 Trends and risks

 Case studies

 Resources

• Questions
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Reporting losses to SAO

“State agencies and local governments 
shall immediately report to the state 
auditor’s office known or suspected 
loss of public funds or assets or other 
illegal activity. The state auditor must 
adopt policies as necessary to 
implement this section.”

RCW 43.09.185
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What to report
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• Cash receipting: Missing deposits, 
unexpected shortages or adjustments, 
unusual variances

• Payroll: Employees paid for time not 
worked, using leave not earned, 
unallowable cash outs, unauthorized extra 
compensation

• Disbursements: Altered checks, fraudulent 
ACH activity

• Credit and fuel cards: Personal purchases, 
unauthorized or disputed charges

• Assets/Inventory: Personal use, position 
advantage



What to report

• Cyber concerns: Incidents that 
involve finances or financial 
records/systems in any way.

• Example: Staff relies on a 
fraudulent email to change 
banking information, and an EFT 
is sent to a criminal, instead of to 
a vendor or employee, even if 
your insurance company covers 
the loss, or the bank is able to 
recover your funds.
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What not to report

• Normal and reasonable “over and 
short” situations from cash 
receipting operations

• Reasonable inventory shortages 
identified during a physical count 

• Unauthorized credit card attempts 
and/or transactions determined 
fraudulent by the bank and 
refunded
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What not to report

• Breaking and entering or 
vandalism of property

• Loss of cellphones, tablets, 
laptops, or similar asset by an 
external party

• Non-sufficient funds (NSF) checks 
and counterfeit currency accepted 
by government

• Cybersecurity issue unrelated to 
financial activity
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Not sure if you should report it?

Contact Special Investigations at fraud@sao.wa.gov
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Fraud Trends & Risks



Fraud statistics from 2018–2022
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Top five loss types for ports and all 
other types of government

All Entity Types
# Loss Type # of Submissions
1 Theft of property 836
2 Other** 632
3 Purchase card 236
4 Cyber concerns 199
5 Cash disbursements 191

Ports
# Loss Type # of Submissions
1 Theft of property 15
2 Breaking/entering 4
3 Purchase card 4
4 Cyber concerns 4
5 Other** 3

**Other means the loss does not fit into just one category
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Electronic disbursements
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External Risks

Internal Risks



How do external frauds start?

• Phony email address

• Compromised email account (BEC)

• Phone call

• Fax

• Interoffice mail

• Online form
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How are external fraud schemes 
perpetrated? 

• Change payroll direct deposit bank account

• Change vendor bank account

• Send wire to pay an urgent bill

• Purchase gift cards and email the codes
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How are external frauds successful? 

• Conducts research beforehand

 Read minutes and news articles to understand 
vendors and projects

 Hack into government and vendor email accounts and 
watch activity

• Strategic in their execution

 Patiently wait for the right time to strike

 Pose as management, vendors, etc.

 Creates urgency for payment
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Do’s and don'ts
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Call the person who wants to make the ACH/EFT 
change by using a previously known phone number 
before making the change.

DO

Call the person who wants to make the ACH/EFT 
change by using the phone number listed in the 
email or responding to the email.

DON’T

Make the ACH/EFT until you are certain the 
intended person is the one requesting the change.DON’T



How do internal frauds start? 

• Employee has access to:

 Government bank account and statements

Make changes in vendor system

Make changes in payroll system
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How are internal fraud schemes executed? 

• Employee uses access to route 
payment to their bank account

 Change payroll direct deposit 
bank account

 Change vendor bank account

• Employee uses access and 
authority to:

 Edit ACH transaction file to bank

 Initiate and approve ACH or wire 
transactions
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Fraud Case Studies



Case study

• Pierce County Housing Authority

• March 2016 to July 2019

• Type of loss: Electronic 
disbursements—internal risk
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Detection

• Auditors discovered the fraud during a routine, 
annual financial statement audit.

• The housing authority’s statements showed unusual wire 
transfers to a title company and an out-of-state bank.
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2018 bank statements



Detection timeline
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Searched 
Finance 

Director on 
Facebook

Found 
husband’s 

name

Searched 
husband on 

Facebook

Determined 
where he 

lived

Searched 
assessor 

records for 
that county

Found property 
purchases for 

same amount as 
wires to title 

company, in same 
month

1

2

3

4

5
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Investigation: Bank statements

• Examined additional bank records and identified wires 
listing the Finance Director as beneficiary in 2018 and 2019

• Obtained wire detail from bank to confirm
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Investigation: Bank statements
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Investigation: Vendor payments

Finance Director used seven 
valid vendors to conceal 
misappropriation:

• ACH payment detail from bank 
showed payments routing to 
Finance Director’s personal bank 
account.

• Invoices were either altered or 
falsely created to support these 
payments.
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78 ACH transactions:
$3,237,712



Investigation: Vendor payments
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Bank statement



Investigation: Vendor payments
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Entity’s general ledger (GL) records



Investigation: Vendor payments

Supporting invoice
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Investigation: Vendor payments

Electronic remittance records
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Investigation: Vendor payments

Vendor profile
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Investigation: Vendor payments

$510,280 misappropriated
62



Summary of loss

• $3.6 million in wire transfers 
(including property purchases and 
directly into a personal bank 
account)

• $3.2 million in ACH payments 
to personal bank account

• $25,000 in personal credit 
card purchases

• $6,948,277 in total public funds loss
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Addressing weaknesses

Weakness Control
• Access to vendor 

profile banking information

• Full access to all bank accounts

• Ability to complete 
electronic transfers with no 
oversight

• Review supporting records 
for electronic disbursements

• Limit access for employees 
to change vendor 
banking information

• Independent secondary 
bank statement reviews
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Case study

• City of Tenino

• March 2020 to June 2020

• Type of loss: Electronic 
disbursements— external and 
internal risks
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Phishing email

1st email to Clerk
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Phishing email

2nd email to Clerk
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Timeline of loss

March 19

Phishing email 
date

April 14

City Council 
made aware

March 19 

Clerk-Treasurer 
creates 1st ACH 

April 15–
May 4 

12 ACHs totaling 
$291,878

March 20–
April 13

8 ACHs totaling 
$45,090

May 5 

Bank notifies 
City

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Bank statement
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Summary of loss

• $336,968 in total ACH transactions

• $56,659 reversed by bank

• $280,309 in total public funds loss
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What did we find?
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The investigation concluded:

• Email account holder for phishing 
email was from out of the country. 

• Clerk-Treasurer’s past employment 
history questionable.

• Could not conclude whether the 
Clerk-Treasurer had personally 
benefited or not



Addressing weaknesses
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Weakness Control
• Full access to all City bank 

accounts

• Ability to complete 
electronic transfers with no 
oversight

• Responsible for the 
bank statement reconciliation 
with no oversight

• Perform secondary reviews 
of bank statement activity 
and reconciliations

• Review supporting records 
for electronic disbursements



Case study

• Port of Seattle

• October 2021 to January 2022

• Type of loss: Electronic 
disbursements—external risks
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Timeline of loss: First incident

October 4

1st phishing email 
date

October 14 & 
November 2

ACH payments 
made totaling 

$135,679 (1st & 2nd)

October 7

1st ACH payment 
made 

December 9

3rd ACH payment 
totaling $48,997 

payment 
declined

October 13

Email: returned 
payment and 

request for new 
account

December 10

Port notified 
bank account is 

fraudulent

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Phishing email
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Timeline of loss: Second incident

December 6

1st phishing email 
date

December 13

Payment 
confirmation 

references wrong 
bank name

December 7

Confirms banking 
info with 

compromised 
email

December 14 –
January 25

4 payments 
totaling $321,773

December 9

1st payment 
totaling $66,235 

December 10

Port notified 
bank account is 

fraudulent

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Bank letter
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Summary of loss

• $184,676 in ACH payments (Incident 1)

• $388,007 in ACH payments (Incident 2)

• $522,683 recovered by banks and insurance

• $50,000 in total public funds loss 
(deductible)
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Addressing weaknesses

Weakness Control
Verification process did 
not make sure changes to vendor 
or employee bank account 
information were legitimate

Confirm changes through known 
phone number (or face-to-face 
contact if possible)
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SAO’s fraud-prevention resources

• Trust, but verify: A guide for 
elected officials & appointed 
boards to prevent fraud

• Best Practices for Sending Wire 
Transfers 

• Best Practices for ACH Electronic 
Payments
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Questions?
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Contact information

Deena Garza
Team Bellingham Audit Manager
Port Program Manager
Deena.Garza@sao.wa.gov
(360) 676-2165

Josh Stohr
Port Subject Matter Expert
Joshua.Stohr@sao.wa.gov
(564) 444-6621

Sarrah Superville
Special Investigations Program Manager
Sarrah.Superville@sao.wa.gov
(425) 510-0494
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